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I. INTRODUCTION 
We investigate here an integral transform whose kernel contains 
a Whittaker function [l]. It is interesting that in both the transform and 
its inversion formula, integration is performed with respect to a parameter 
of the function, and thus our result is altogether different in form from 
previous transform pairs such as 
(Meijer, [4]). 
1 
There is a similarity between our transform pair and several 
integrals due to Buchholz [5 ]  which express various types of waves as 
integrals of the functions of the paraboloid of revolution, see [ 5 , 6 !  and 
the references given there.* 
11. MAIN RESULT AND EXAMHXS 
If 
m 
g ( x )  = [ Mi(t-x) v( a) f( t) dt 
-m 
(4) 
then f(t)€L 2 (-m,Co) and almost everywhere 
* There are a number of errors in Chapter 15 of Ref, [ 6 ] .  
are easily corrected. 
Not all of them 
Formula (2) lacks  the factor 
integrand should be diminished by i. 
Also formulae (5) and (6) of this chapter cannot hold since they violate 
the uniqueness property of the Mellin transform. 
These errors make formula (3) wrong. 
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Proof: 
throughout, e.g., 
By Fourier transforms.. We use the  notation o f  Titchmarsh [ 7 ] ,  
2 
By [ 3 ,  p. 751, G(u) ex i s t s  and e L ( -m,m) . NOW define i .  
k ( t )  = + v +it) I"('+ 2 v - it) 
which by i) , ii) i s  analytic i n  a and v . By [8] ,* we have 
( 7 )  
1 ---2v 2 
K(u) = v2 
* The r ight  hand s ide of t he  s ixth transform p a i r  on page 205 of t h i s  re fer -  
ence should read 
and the  right-hand s ide of the last  formula on page 206 requires the  
f ac to r  r(2~+1)~ . 
3 
The results [S] show t h a t  
so k ( t ) e L ( - a , ~ )  . 
everywhere, 
We rnay apply the theorem r.3, p. 3151 t o  f ind ,  almost 
3 
1 1+2v - -  2 2v-4 f ( t )  = r r 2  4 e-itu(cosh t )  e q  {: tanh zf U G(u)du . (10) 
J v+$- -m r( 1+2v) a 
Absolute convergence a l l o w s  us t o  subs t i t u t e  ( 6 )  i n  (10) and interchange 
the  order of integration. 
(7 ) - (8 )  and the theorem resu l t s .  
The inner i n t eg ra l  i s  eas i ly  evaluated from 
If g(x) i s  replaced by @(-x) and f by fl , we ge t  t h e  
form 
In the accompanying table ,  we give some exmples of (11)-12). 
(me notation for 211 special  fm-ctions i s  t h a t  of the ~ l a t m ~ m  vckmes, [1] .) 
4 
r (cu- i t ) r (  @ + i t )  
(1-b) i tr(cu+it)r(  6 - w i t )  
o + i t  u 
x pF1 (, 6' Ib)  
r (o+i t ) r (v-a- i t )  
X * l ( o + i t ,  @ ,Y ;b, c )  
it -
r(26+21+1-it)r(  -27/+it)b 
l+V+o-ix, l+V+u+ix 
1+2u,1+v+a,g +v+u 
x 2F3( 
x ~1(~v-ky-ix,6-U,1+2v+6, b , a )  
b-1 
x 11( $vFw-ix, B , l+Zv+y;b, a+c ) 
5 
L 
~n interesting corollary of (11) - (12) follows if we replace 
Vi+ 
@(x) by la g(x) , f*(t) by f(t) , V by 5 - -$ and let a 4 0  . 
Then, if 
m 
we have, almost everwhere, 
P provided g(x)CL (-a,=), p = 1,2, 25 f 0,-1,-2 ,... , Re5 < 0 . 
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